
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EYE OF THE TIGER! 
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In 1982, Fun Boy Three and Bananarama announced, “It ain’t what you do, it’s the way that you do it, that’s what gets 

results.” A tour of our school certainly plays to the same tune. Even the most seemingly mundane learning is transformed 

into something which excites and engages our pupils. It’s most refreshing when the commitment from children achieves 

parity with the commitment from staff.   

Early Years and Foundation Stage pupils have experienced a variety of activities for their water project, including floating and 

sinking, boat building, stories and a pirate theme day. All hands on deck is certainly what it’s all about.  

 

 

Year 1 pupils have been halving 1 digit and 2 digit numbers, using objects to check that they have equal proportions. Not only 

were they learning number combinations, but they were also learning to check answers and spot pattern. Year 2 pupils have 

been exploring time, by making their own clocks and creating a series of questions for each other, ensuring opportunity to 

practise, consolidate and extend their learning. 

 

 

Year 3 pupils certainly hit the right notes, with their rendition of Wallace and Gromit, on 16 glockenspiels. It was some feat to 

achieve this, and needed great concentration and awareness. Year 4 pupils made grammar look very cool indeed, with games 

and challenges abounding. Is it possible to have fun and learn about relative clauses? 

 

 

Year 5 pupils have embarked upon writing to their local MP, concerning the potential closure of A and E. They have also 

aided reading progression with Year 1 pupils, by listening, and sharing their expertise. Peer learning is such a valuable tool for 

both parties, and encourages some very positive social interaction. Year 6 pupils have been considering what makes a 

successful advertisement, whether on screen, paper, TV or radio. This exploration is having a significant impact upon the 

quality of their work. Without the creativity and ingenuity from our staff, many activities could appear dry and unappealing; 

it’s such an inspiration to see a rich learning diet, which our pupils feed on and thrive. 



 

 

 


